Abstract. Implicit sequence learning paradigm is an important form of implicit learning. In order to study the probability implicit sequence differences of high and low emotion openness, this paper uses stepwise half method to select different RSI points, and each RSI point is done binary coding, finally it uses the genetic algorithm to complete the cross process of sequence. Through the iteration calculation and comparison, this paper obtains the implicit test scores in different RSI conditions for different openness, finally carries on the curve fitting for multiple RSI points scores by using the MATLAB software. From the fitting results it can be found that implicit awareness process for high emotion openness and low emotion openness is different, and implicit learning test result has certain changing trend with RSI, so as to reveal the implicit gradient process difference of high and low emotion openness.
Introduction
Implicit sequence learning is another major research paradigm in implicit learning field besides the artificial grammar learning. In this paradigm, a stimulus symbol sequentially appears in horizontal arrangement several locations, and this order is following a specific sequence [1, 2] . In general, the right stimulation has no consciousness or no affect on the implicit learning of sequence. But the level of emotional open reaction probability is different, and it has obvious difference in implicit sequence. In order to verify the difference, the paper uses genetic algorithm to encode on the on high and low emotion openness, and uses MATLAB to do curve fitting on RSI implicit test scores. The main frame structure is as shown in Figure 1 . Figure 1 shows the calculation framework map of implicit learning sequence difference. The main basis is the data mining of RSI test results, and it uses the genetic algorithm to encode on the RSI different emotion openness test data, using genetic crossover and mutation to get differences of implicit sequence [3] . When the data has difference, it uses MATLAB to fit differences trend; if there is no difference, then it re-calculate the adaptation degree, and uses the genetic algorithm to get the difference of implicit learning sequence.
The Genetic Algorithm Design of RSI Measuring Point Result Code
Genetic algorithm can use the fitness function to evaluate the RSI test point results, which is as the basis of choice, no need to use external data information [4] [5] [6] . In order to study the changing curve of high and low emotion openness for different RSI test results, based on the genetic algorithm, this paper generates a random RSI grade sequence.
 is as initial chromosome, solving the maximum value of fitness function ) (x u . RSI value can be expressed as function
, and the expression is as follows:
(2) Solving the minimum value of fitness function )
min C can be input value of RSI measuring point, or the minimum value of ) (x g before the K generation, and it also may be a function of population variance [7] . max C can be an appropriate input values, or the maximum value of ) (x g in the evolution process. Population scale is n , the fitness value of individual i is i f , so the selected probability of i is si P .
(4) Single point crossover is called simple cross. In each RSI test points it randomly selects a point as a cross point, and then pairing individual is at the end of the cross point, mutual exchanging partial chromosomes.
Test 
Implicit Learning Differences Sequence Numerical Calculation of High and Low Emotion Openness
In order to effectively verify the effectiveness and reliability of the RSI measuring point performance evaluation genetic algorithm designed in section second, this paper uses MATLAB genetic algorithm and the curve fitting toolbox to program the algorithm, and the MATLAB toolbox is as shown in Figure 2 Figure 2 it represents the MATLAB toolbox. The Simulink is an integrated environment to realize the dynamic system modeling, simulation and analysis, which makes the MATLAB function further extended [8] . It can realize the visualization modeling easily, and the theoretical research is organic combined with engineering practice. Fig.3 : The selection process of RSI genetic algorithm measuring point Figure 3 shows the selection process of RSI genetic algorithm measuring point. Through screening the representative test point, it can effectively distinguish the high emotion and low emotion openness [9] . The reaction parameter changing curve of high emotion and low emotion openness on the block is as shown in Figure 4 . Fig.4 : The parameters changing chart of high and low emotion openness Figure 4 shows the action emotional state and the corresponding intensity changes based on Agent. The figure shows the performance parameters changing caused by target selection and behavior decision [10] . From the chart it can be seen, high and low emotion openness has different reaction on testing block, which is mainly manifested in reaction time, as shown in Table 1 . Table 1 : The testing results of high and low emotion openness
The test block
The reaction time of low emotion openness (ms)
The reaction time of high emotion openness (ms )  1  450  432  2  422  415  3  421  413  4  415  405  5  408  401  6  392  380  Table 1 shows RSI test results of high and low emotion openness. From the table it can be seen, the high and low emotion openness has different reaction speed on the test block, which means the implicit sequence has certain differences [11] . In order to show the difference directly, the data will be drawn as the curve as shown in the Figure 5 . Figure 5 represents the test results of high and low emotion openness reaction time [12] . From the chart it can be seen, the reaction time open of high and low emotion openness for different blocks have certain fluctuation, but the reaction time of high emotion openness is faster than that of low emotion openness, and implicit sequence performance is lower that of low emotion openness.
The emotional education belongs to college students' psychological education category; the students are mainly concerned about the things that produce inner experience and emotional reactions. In order to improve the English memory efficiency, the role of emotional education can not be ignored; it can maintain the learning motivation, and learning motivation, thereby reducing the forgotten extent in the English learning process. Therefore, on the basis of research emotional education and English memory efficiency, to present emotional College English memory model through theoretical derivation, to analyze the relation between them through the experiment, as Figure 6 shown. 
Summary
This paper uses genetic algorithm to encode the RSI testing result of high and low emotion openness, and uses the genetic algorithm crossover and mutation to mining the difference in implicit sequence data, finally the fitness function of implicit sequence learning paradigm is obtained. This paper use MATLAB to do curve fitting on implicit sequence learning paradigm differences, form the results it can be seen, the high and low emotion openness has different reaction speed on the test block, and the reaction time of high emotion openness is faster than that of low emotion openness, which has certain advantages in implicit sequence.
